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Mentee Information
Name: Xiangyu Wu
NetID: xw2
Email: xw2@illinois.edu
Year (F, S, J, Sr): S
Major: Comp E
Date: 09/25/17

Mentor Information
Name: Wei Yang
NetID: ______________________________________________________________
Email: ________________ Department: ____________________
Faculty Advisor: ___________________________
Date: 09/25/17

Fall 2017 Research Plan
1.) Write a brief outline of your research plan:
   - Watch the google course for deep learning, and get familiar with tensorflow.
   - Work with other mentee to try to use different models to attack an OCR program.
     Start from basic to harder ones.

2.) What do you hope to learn and achieve by the end of the semester?
Get to have deeper understanding for machine learning, and also get familiar with different coding programs.
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